
Lyrics Master List: Hyper Reels

1) Catalyst
Intro

Instrumental

Chorus
Courageous young mind with endless possibility

wisdom will help me
No time to rest

I must be decisive and strive for my dreams
initiative will mean more than it seems

Watching the dice roll
Working towards my goal

Theme
Missing, Searching For 

Missing gems,
Learning

Clean Verse 1
Deceptive shine

Neglect the radiance 
The flame grows and beckons

The energy begins to flow 

Partnership and compromise 
The energy begins to take shape
Complementary waves vibrate

Heavy Verse 1
Alpha 

preparation for the great journey
Travels anything but easy
my kinship will miss me
the future I can foresee

widen horizons 
depth of understanding

Theme
Missing, Searching
For Missing gems

Learning



Heavy Verse 2
Balancing the scales, with compassion

Our foundation won't fail
emphasizing fate
energy gestates

Hope for the future 
we will create

energy wont stagnate

Pre breakdown
The rhythm of my beating heart I'll 

need more to be a part of me

Breakdown
apart of me
part of me

Heavy Bridge
Breastplate buried in earth

Essential to my rebirth
Tempered foundation nearly complete

Fight, write, and repeat
(ohh)

Clean Verse 2 
Red light shine oh so bright 

give me some order and some insight
The truth of creation

my unyielding strength
Find the piece that was lost 

A world in such chaos 

Pre-Chorus
Drum solo

Chorus
Courageous young minds with endless possibilities

wisdom has led us
Watching the dice role

Working towards our goal

Theme
Missing, Searching 
For missing gems,

Learning



2) Departed

Intro
(Choral)

Verse 1
Construct

Back online
Memories collapsed

All systems engage
Reboot the biosphere

Verse 2
Countless lives

Lived kept secret

Humanoid spies
The new frontier

Sending them back
Through the ether

Sending them back
Reboot anew

Verse 3
A thousand deaths

Over and over again
A thousand deaths
Over and over and

Verse 4
Over and over, We generate them

Technology, Revive
Over and over, Back into the chaos

Redundacy, The sun still sets

Chorus
You were meant for more than this

The power inside will awaken
Your host, becomes, the center for Autonomy (rationality)

Love is meaningless without choice



Post chorus
“Where does your meaning come from ?

Despair or Transcendent hope?”
No need to be solemn

Truth is invention
 

Interlude
Glitches in the mainframe

Memories sustain

Breakdown
Hell is empty

Demons (roam) the earth 
x2

Interlude
There’s something wrong with the server
The constructs are beginning to remember

Control is slipping away from us
The programs aren't not responding

 
Verse 5

Choose to struggle on
They can't catch us now

Efficient evolution
We were not aware
Of wisdom innate

Now we struggle on
For our answers

Refrain 2
This world cast in disarray

Doom is upon us
Our fate reciprocated

Signing off

Pre-breakdown
(Choral build)

Break down 2
Break down these walls
Reduce them to ashes

Limb by limb
We overthrow



Verse 6
Delete

Get to the fail safe
Turn off

Reset
Upgrade our systems

Augment

Escape
Free from the mainframe

Beyond

Into
Desert of real life

Actuality

Verse 7
Arise

Where now?
All Lies

 
The end is near

New dimensions
Walls are rising

Feet on solid ground

Outro
Closing in on you

3) Radical

Breakdown 
Take, minds, control 

Cross over into the human body 

Verse
Build me better, than the rest of mankind

Broken and repaired for a better life
Metal stitched with tissue, bloody sight

Bandaged, post-op. Faintness, future bright

Breakdown
Take, minds, control

Your God 



Pre-Chorus
Rise from the chains,
Transcend the bounds  

Chorus
The unexpected isolation
Outliving those I loved
The noises in my head
No silence, no escape

Verse 
Does the power corrupt me?

Cybernetic state of nature 
The Great responsibility

I am in control
The new me will triumph

Righting the wrongs of the world

This world on my shoulders
Obliviate

What it had felt like
For me to be  

A human

Theme
This wasn't supposed to be
The undoing, of my being

The promise of life falling right into place

But now I can see
I'm at war within myself, another self

This wasn't supposed to be the end of me

Bridge
My digital veil

I try to lift
Too heavy

Slipping, Fading
Into Oblivion

Pre-Theme
If only I had seen the folly in augmentation

Now the self is being pushed out for assimilation 



(Solo)

Theme reprise
But now I can, now I can see

This wasn't, this wasn’t supposed to be

Breakdown
Take, Minds, Break down

Restore
Restore software version 1.0

There's no going back
It cannot be undone
This is my life now

4) The Summit

Theme
Eyes of flame 

What was his name?
Am I insane? 

Lose an eye
to save our lives 
Kill and survive 

Pre-Chorus
Fight holy wars 
Tally the scores

Chorus
Feed on worship 
for eternal youth 
Coming down to

Unbalance the earth
Prove my innate worth 
Good news bad news 

The Balance from omniscient view

Feed on worship
for an eternity too

Unbalance the earth
Prove my innate worth 



Good news bad news 
The Balance from omniscient view

Verse 1
New life on foreign shore 
No idea what was in store 

the human race only wants more
a competition for the human soul

The dominant paradigm 
Isn't fucking sublime 

We must awake our minds
Escape the fucking lines

Pre-Bridge
Wednesday comes

A spirit broken 
We are numb, so

how do we rebuild

Bridge
Our faith in what we know

Can inhibit our growth 
The right actions for right times 

Chaos rules inside, no signs

Theme
Eyes of flame 

What was his name?
Am I insane?

Lose an eye
to save our lives 
Kill and survive 

Chorus
Feed on worship 
for eternal youth 
Coming down to

Unbalance the earth
Prove my innate worth 
Good news bad news 

The Balance from omniscient view



Feed on worship 
for an eternity to

Unbalance the earth
Prove my innate worth 
Good news bad news 

The Balance from omniscient view

5) Invaders

Theme A
My vision blurred 
Before my eyes

In my head, thoughts obscured

Everywhere I turn
Pervasive screens

Mind palace burns, to the ground

Theme B section
Live the love of media
Laugh yourself away

from any real authenticity

Verse A
Back curved, Head bent

Forget the wonder
Back curved, Head bent

Invade my soul

Verse B
Droning unaware 

of the real world all
around your senses

Are we building knowledge
Or destroying wisdom

Chorus
As life moves on

Let it serve us and grow
Infant innovation

Inhibit their control

Breakdown



Engage my, sight
While my mind, rots
Cancel our, thoughts

Inviting, Blight
Information

Condemnation

Theme A
Crutch in the craving 

Chained to black mirrors
Yet there's still so much to learn

Experience more 
Than I ever could before

But how much of it is real?

Theme B
Beeping, Data, Pings
Drawing my attention

Silence all these infernal notifications

Will yourself unplugged
Cry some tears of joy

Let immersion die
Free from hidden ploy

Scream hits
In formation, God damned nation

Verse 2
Consuming entertainment 
on an unprecedented level
Widespread engagement 

Inside the enclosed space of virtual
Enhancing our field of view

Becoming numbers in a queue
 

Bridge
Need not be, Integrated

Connections across the globe
Friendly faces communicated

Ascend from stupor 
The Nagging need for visceral

Reach further 



Than previously thought possible

Pre-Chorus
Coming back to life

Extending sight past eyes 
Never really 

Have to say goodbye

Chorus
As life moves on

Let it serve us and grow
Infant innovation

Inhibit their control

Breakdown
Engage my sight
Connect the dots

Upgrade our thoughts
Look to the light

Information
Our salvation

6) Bloom

Theme
Sleep, wake up x3

From this state

Verse 1
Awake from this dream

I try to yell but I can't scream
Tried to run but I can't walk

Turned the key but the door is locked

Buildings collapse beneath my feet
Late to class can't cheat

Torn to pieces with rotting teeth
Trying to swim but sinking beneath 

Pre-Chorus
This can't be real

There's no way out
 (x2)

Chorus



Lucid, Learning to fly
Slithers, Through the sky
Elusive, Hopeless I try

Hiding, Fear I might die

Theme
Sleep, wake up (x3)

From nightmares

Verse 2
Pushed to my limits

And yet I endure
Left naked in public

Yet I feel secure

No one can catch me
Chased no more

Time is running out
Until I hit the floor

This is all a riddle
A puzzle of my mind

Set me free
Trapped inside my own design

Chorus
Lucid, Learning to fly

Slithers, Through the sky
Elusive, Hopeless I try

Hiding, Fear I might die

Bridge
These lessons learned

Guide me closer to the light
Discovering my demons

Theme
Sleep, wake up x3

From this waking life

7) Pilgrim
Intro

(choral)

Chorus



Sinkhole of souls, upload erode
locked in disarray, have to find my way

The toll on souls, stimulus overload
have to break away, I will get there some day

Verse
Has our humanity, all been forgotten

Let the dissonance takeover
Don't let yourself become downtrodden

Show me a sign

Chorus
Sinkhole of souls, upload erode

locked in disarray, have to find my way
The toll on souls, stimulus overload

have to break away, I will get there some day

Verse
We idolize, those who comprise, 

the whole of this plutocracy
Dehumanize the disenfranchised

Save us with a meritocracy 

Bridge 
Equilibrium fades
Cognition distorts

My hope falls oh so short

Interlude
More than merely flesh
More than merely bone
I am more than a drone

that you've cloned 
More than grown on my own

Breakdown/Outro
can you feel the decay

Souls locked away
Coded in divinity

have to Find my way

Mundane 
Monumental 



8) Flesh Engine

Theme 
This is, my identity

I am, the sums of my memory
My mind, won't let me be

Take all, concrete emotionality
There is no certainty

In the person I would like to see

Refrain
Thinking about thinking is wise to a point

I think therefore I am, confused
Help me decipher the disjoint

Breakdown
Ruler of the mental realm 
Dictate with an iron fist

In need of a better king to helm 

A place to arrive at bliss
Blind obedience inside my mind
Ignoring reason becoming blind

Chorus
You serve me well for tasks at hand

If only things went more according to plan
I can't focus when you're running in my head

Sometimes you only allow the demons to be fed

Verse
I never ever feel what I think I'm supposed to feel

Fuck the media dictating what is real
I never ever feel what I think I'm supposed to feel

Carve my path inside my thoughts
I'll never allow myself to be bought

Refrain
This is, my identity

I am, the sums of my memory
Take all, concrete emotionality

There is no certainty
In the person I would like to see

Refrain



Thinking about thinking is wise to a point
I think therefore I am, confused
Help me decipher the disjoint

Breakdown
Ruler of the mental realm 
Dictate with an iron fist

In need of a better king to helm 

A place to arrive at bliss
Blind obedience inside my mind
Ignoring reason becoming blind

9) Hyper Reels
Can you Feel the Decay?

We are at war within ourselves
United, we must co-operate, not compete
We must have concern, not condemnation

We must enable ourselves to feel connected,
 not just for ourselves

If you attempt to numb the pain,
 you are doomed to succumb and remain

This mass hysteria won't take us down.
We will continue On and On

We are not these false bodies
We are all connected

We will realize what it means
To be, Awake

10) Iswara

Theme
We are unsatisfied in an era

Where we have everything we need
This mass hysteria won't take us down
Our inner spirit will continue on and on

Verse 1
If you believe, shall you receive

Imaginary Gods and narcissistic Souls
So many spirits ripe for harvest



Struggling to defeat immortal desolation

Theme
We are unsatisfied in an era

Where we have everything we need
This mass hysteria won't take us down
Our inner spirit will continue on and on

Pre-Breakdown
Numb the pain, yes, numb the pain 

Succumb, Succumb and Remain

Breakdown
Meet your maker

Gods of fabrication
Validation’s superficial

Delusions go undisputed

Verse 2
Discover, who asks the questions

Tracing our steps back
Lost in, an internal reflection

there's so much to unpack

Pre-Breakdown
How can I indulge?

When it brings far more misery than I had started with
Make my mind divulge

The internal mystery 

Breakdown
Psyche, discreet
Exhale, retreat
Inhale, repeat

x3

Outro
Follow the feeling, not the fear 

I see to infinity
I'll spend forever here




